INTERIOR INSPIRATION
AROUND THE WORLD
To add a worldly element to your home, try
borrowing some of these interior design elements
from other parts of the world.

RICHNESS FROM MOROCCO
Living spaces may be cozy, but the colours are bright and the art is
large. And of course, the patterns are lively and appealing to the eye.

SIMPLICITY FROM SCANDINAVIA
Spaces are open, uncluttered, and neutral. Look for natural
materials and ways to best utilize natural light wherever possible.

MINIMALISM FROM JAPAN
Natural wood, bright paintings, and symmetry define a
Japanese room. To go all out, include a table low to the
ground and a screen to divide rooms.

ROMANCE FROM ITALY

Airy spaces, big paintings, flowers, and shiny, polished
floors surround the space, but beautiful furniture is the
centerpiece of the room in Italian leather or bold fabric.

FUN FROM MEXICO

Clutter in the best way! Fun lamps, painted plates on the
walls, candles, ornaments, pictures of your loved ones, and
enough throw pillows to make you feel like you’re on a cloud.

VIBRANCY FROM INDIA
Jewel-toned colours lay all over the room on pillows,
rugs, tapestries, paintings, pots, and other decor
against dark wood.

GLAMOUR FROM FRANCE

Baroque chandeliers and candelabras light up the large mirrors
and tapestries line the walls while your lounge in a room of soft
blue, white and decorative patterns.

TRADITION FROM CHINA

Art is indicative of folklore, myths, religion, or local
landscapes. Red is a lucky colour to use, and rugs display a
traditional pattern. And don’t forget to add some bamboo!

COZINESS FROM SCOTLAND
Use materials with dark shades of red or green, and focus on
the fireplace and mantle for both decor and functional heat.
And yes, tartan patterns are loved.

UTILITY FROM NEW YORK

Exposed brick and old hardwood host mismatched
furniture. The limited space makes wall art invaluable
decor, and rooms instanstantly become multipurpose by
nature.

ULTIMATE HOMES & RENOVATIONS
Go to UltimateRenovations.com for more ideas.

